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Congratulations!
The Royster-Clark Farmarkets in Hardin, Kentucky and St. Stephens Church, Virginia were honored
recently as State winners and finalists with the Environmental Respect Award, a program sponsored by
Dupont and Dealer Progress Magazine. The awards program, now in its tenth year, recognizes ag retailers
from across the nation for their outstanding environmental stewardship. Congratulations go out to our
friends at both of these fine Farmarkets. Keep up the good work!
You Can Make a Difference
While we are not politically oriented at Asmark, we do want to reinforce the need for each individual to
investigate to their satisfaction the candidates for President in the upcoming election. As I sift through
articles and notes to write this newsletter it becomes painfully obvious that government is out of control and
who we elect does matter. Pleasecheck out the candidates and VOTE!
Making the Web Revolution Real
The agricultural industry has been somewhat late in embracing the internet, not to the surprise of anyone as
we are indeed a conservative bunch. With just 3 years of internet experience we at Asmark believe the web
will help make us more efficient and provide the vehicle from which services can be delivered faster and
costs can be reduced. We are very excited about the challenge the internet offers and have spent the year
2000 virtually reproducing our services onto the website. We didn't exactly start early, but we hope to have
years of experience under our belt before our clients choose to move to web-based services. The incentive
is great for all of us to make the transformation. We hope you will share in our excitement and watch for
our website announcement coming in November. We appreciate your business!
Three New Videos Coming in November
Production of the three new videos for 2001 is progressing on schedule. We plan to ship a new revised
Video #4 to each location that has a set of our videos. We will make arrangements to pickup the outdated
Video #4. The three new subjects are Defensive Driving, Great Housekeepingand Hearing Conservation.
Have You Hugged Your Storage Tank?
The year 2000 has produced the largest number of aboveground storage tank failures that we can
remember in the past 15 years. While the tanks that were manufactured by Nationwide Tank Company
received the most publicity, there has been a higher than average number of tank failures this year. We
recommend you take time to do a thorough and immediate inspection of your tanks.
Placard Updates
Effective October 1, 2000 the new "PG III" placard is required and should be used to replace any "Harmful

-

Keep Away from Foodstuffs" placards currently in use. All inventory of the old placard should be discarded
and replaced with the new "PG III" placard. Also authorized for use is the new "Toxic" placard. A "Toxic"
placard can be used in place of a "Poison" placard for shipments of hazard class 6 materials which do not
pose an inhalation hazard.

Don't Let Employees Jump
Accordingto the MichiganDepartmentof Consumerand Industry Servicesit's O.K.to let the publicbungee
jump, but it's not O.K.howeverfor employeesto jump. Thinkaboutthat for just a moment.

"Hours of Service" Revisions Proposed
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) has proposed revisions be made to the existing
hours of service rules. The proposal identifies five types of operations and would establish requirements for
each. The five categories are 1) long haul; 2) regional; 3) local split shift; 4) local; and 5) incidental driver.
On-board recorders would be required for Types 1 and 2 drivers in lieu of logbooks. Time cards would
replace logbooks for all other types of drivers. We believe most farm center drivers will fall into Type 4 and
5. The proposal for these types includes:
Type 4 (Local) Drivers who return to their normal work reporting location and are released from work within
12 consecutive hours after beginning work. The driver must also be given, per workweek, an off-duty period of
at least 32 to 56 consecutive hours that includes at least two consecutive midnight to 6 am periods. Drivers
can be on duty (including driving) up to 60 hours per workweek.
Type 5 (Incidental Driver) Drivers whose primary duties are other than driving. These drivers do not drive
more than 5 hours in a workday and are released within 15 consecutive hours after beginning work. They must
have at least 9 consecutive hours off duty in each 24-hour period and 2 hours off during the workshift. The
driver must also be given, per workweek, an off-duty period of at least 32 to 56 consecutive hours that includes
at least two consecutive midnight to 6 am periods. Incidental drivers can be on duty up to 78 hours per
workweek.

The new proposal is being touted by FMCSAas science-basedand tied to a 24-hour clock as opposed to the
existing 18 hour cycle that exists in the current regulation. FMCSAhas received over 2,000 comments and
will accept comments on the proposed revisions until October 30, 2000.
Note: Many states have in-place exemptions that extend the hours of service requirements for shipments
between the farm center and field and back. The proposed revisions is expected to restrict these state
exemptions, if not eliminate them. Pleasework with your state fertilizer & chemical association to stress the
importance of these exemptions.
Tanks Alot KDOA!!!
Hats off to the Kentucky Department of Agriculture (KDOA) for providing a much-needed means to dispose
of old minibulk tanks. The KDOAaccepted triple-rinsed containers with a capacity of more than five gallons.
All metal parts had to be cut off and the tanks inspected by a KDOAofficial before being accepted into the
program. The program has been extremely popular with Kentucky dealers with one of our clients saying he
couldn't believe just how many old minibulks he found at his farm center once he heard of the program.
Ernest Collins is the lead KDOA contact (800-205-6543 Or 502-564-7274) on the project. Thanks again
KDOAfor your help with this growing problem.
RMP & Nurse Wagons
Region 7 EPAlocated out of KansasCity has been inspecting facilities with a Risk Management Plan (RMP).
Information resulting from these inspections indicate the need for clarification on the storage of nurse
wagons, especially when filled and then transported to a temporary off-site location for storage. Specifically,
you may need to file an additional RMP if you have nurse wagons with more than 10,000 pounds of
ammonia (aggregate) at a location that is different from the location for which your RMPwas originally filed.
Example: If you fill nurse wagons and move them to another location for storage until they are needed.
EPAofficials initially said the RMPdealt with "stationary sources" and had nothing to do with nurse wagons,
however Region 7 has been very persistent in enforcing a modification, which changed the definition. The
January 6, 1998 Federal Register Notice revised the definition of stationary source by removing the reference
to temporary storage and explained that a container is "in transportation" as long as it is attached to the
motive power unit. Pleasecall us if you have questions.
Very Interesting Comment
"Crop Protection Products Needed" was the title and according to the July 20 report by Dr. May Berenbaum
of the National ResearchCouncil, "crop protection products will be needed for at least the next decade, and
should not be abandoned". Authors Footnote: As someone involved in production agriculture for over 27
years I can't imagine the effect on our industry over the next 15 years.

"Scientifically Indefensible"
By changing the rules EPAhas determined that high concentrations of chlorpyriphos, the active ingredient in
Lorsban and Dursban, may cause brain damage in the offspring of rats. The usual maximum allowable
exposure to a pesticide is ten times lower than the highest level shown to have no effect on humans, if
human data is available. In this case Dow AgroSciences provided three clinical studies that showed no
adverse effects on people, even at the highest doses. EPAnot only chose to overlook the studies, but also
departed from procedure to review animal studies. EPA unfairly singled out one, of the more than 100
animal studies submitted over the past few years, on which to base their decision. One study showed
reduced weight and higher death rates in rat offspring when the pregnant mother had received massive
doses of chlorpyriphos directly in their stomachs, later described as a flagrant poisoning. It appears EPAset
out to remove Dursban from use and when the valid scientific data worked against them, they chose to hide
behind any study that allowed them to achieve their goal.

Clinton Administration Legacy
For,1999,the FederalRegister,which publishesall federal regulations,reachedan all time high numberof
pagesat over 71,000 pages. Thiswasthe highestnumberpublishedin anyone year sinceJimmyCarter.
Report Targets EPA
The Reason Public Policy Institute (RPPI) reports that all the federal agencies, with the exception of EPA,
win the majority of the court cases filed against their regulatory actions. The report states the "agency acts
with little regard for the limits or obligations of its authority". The court system has historically over-ridden
EPA'saction in more than 67% of the cases. "Several EPA losses are quite significant and raise serious
questions about the agency's policy development, as well as the agency's recent priorities and policies/,
states author Jonathan Adler. Specifically,the study reveals the need for fundamental reform in the way EPA
is managed, how it develops regulations and suggests Congressexpand legislative oversight of the agency.
Georgia DOT Sampling for Untaxed Diesel
Georgia DOT has begun randomly testing commercial vehicles in Georgia for the illegal use of untaxed diesel
dyed red and designated for off-road use. No fine will be issued, however the sample will be forwarded on
to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and the Georgia Department of Revenue for processing.

Phosphoric Acid Removed From TRI Reporting
EffectiveJune 27, 2000, phosphoricacidwas removedfrom the list of chemicalssubjectto reportingunder
the ToxicReleaseInventoryreport underSection313.
IFCA Gains Sales Tax Exemption for Precision Ag Equipment
The Illinois Fertilizer & Chemical Association (IFCA) has been successful in enacting new regulations
expanding the scope of the farm machinery and equipment sales tax exemption to include equipment related
to precision farming. This would include equipment such as yield monitors, computers, monitors, software,
GPS systems, modems, etc. The new exemption even includes ATVs. Congratulations IFCA!

EPAPublishes Final Rule on Public Access to RMPInfo
The EPAand Department of Justice have issuedfinal regulations governing accessto and distribution of RMP
information. Concerns over terrorist activities led restricted the EPA from offering all aspects of RMP
information on the website. The rule allows the public to receive some information such as if their
neighborhood could be affected by a chemical release. No specific information on chemicals or locations will
be posted on the web or distributed as a result of the final rule.
Emergency Response Course Milestone
More than 550 attendees have participated in the EmergencyResponseto Agricultural Incidents course since
it's inception in July of 1996. We are proud to have had Bill St. Peters of Safety Partners as the lead
instructor for the 27 classesoffered in the past five years. Judging from course evaluations and subsequent
feedback the course has continued to provide a very positive training experience. We are proud to
announce the course will undergo a "makeover" for the 2001 season to include more hands-on scenarios
and a greater emphasis on electronic resources.

